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Northern Rivers (Lismore ) U3A hosted Seniors Day at the
Lismore Art Gallery on 19th February, with the theme “Creativity
and the Brain”. Michelle Walker, Visual thinker, facilitator and
coach presented “The power of drawing and pictures to help us
think and communicate better”; a Panel discussion with local
artists facilitated by Dr Jenny Dowell OAM discussed “Art, Brain
Function and Health”. Dr Miriam Torzillo, dance teacher and
researcher, spoke on “Thinking with Movement”, and Jennifer
Collins, artist and teacher, spoke on “Art and Dementia.”
Between sessions, visitors visited the Terania Creek Exhibition at
the Gallery.
Northern Illawarra U3A challenged students of Bulli High
School to “The Great Debate”, on the topic “That the Generation
Gap is Widening”. The debate was adjudicated by Cr Gordon
Bradbery AM, Lord Mayor of Wollongong. The students, labelled
by one of the U3A speakers as ‘the digital generation’, argued the
negative case, and won by a mile! Their preparation, arguments
and oratorial skills were far superior to the ‘organic generation’ (as
the U3A speaker referred to us). The audience included
grandparents, and students from local primary schools, as well as
regular U3A members, and the so-called Generation Gap was
clearly bridged by the event. The students were presented with
certificates to commemorate the event, and the teams mingled
together over lunch afterwards.

Editor – Ainslie Lamb
editor@nsw.u3anet.org.au
Photo: Adam McLean, Illawarra Mercury, 21 February 2019
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From the President's Desk
By the time you read this the new year will be well underway, and hopefully you
have many happy new members, as well as a plethora of volunteer leaders helping
make your U3A a vibrant and valued asset in your community.
With only four or so weeks to go to our 2019 Conference, I also hope you have
considered attending, or have already registered for, what will be a stimulating
and thought-provoking few days. Apart from a great Conference program and the
attraction of meeting in the County Music Capital of Australia, it will be a great
opportunity to meet and share experiences with others who are involved at a
similar level in building the U3A movement. Mad if you don’t attend – with over
100 already registered there’s still plenty of room. All details are on our website.
By attending the Conference, you’ll also hear the latest on the following activities of the Network:
Trade Mark: The transfer of our existing Trade Mark to the Third Age Trust, and applications for new Trade
Marks are progressing, and are now the responsibility of the Third Age Trust and a pro-bono lawyer engaged
on their behalf in Australia. Carmen Champion, our Governance Officer, is working on developing a Usage
Guide in consultation with the Trust, but in the meantime we are advising member U3As to use the logo as
currently registered in the UK (which for all intents and purposes is identical to our own logo, but without
the words).
Discussions with COTA regarding a Strategic Partnership: I have been speaking recently with Meagan
Lawson, CEO of COTA NSW, about building a closer joint relationship. As the Network grows its services
to members and seeks to actively promote the U3A movement in the wider community there is great
potential for our two organisations to work more closely together, and from the Network’s perspective
reaching an agreement with COTA may allow us to further build U3A in a cost-effective way. As Meagan is
one of our keynote speakers at the Conference, look forward to further exciting announcements there.
Publicity and Communications: Following up on the “The Senior” newspaper’s sponsorship of the
Conference, I was recently interviewed by a journalist for an article which has appeared in their February
issue. The March edition also features an article on the Conference itself, and I expect further publicity will
flow from the Conference as there will be newspaper representatives in attendance. As part of their
sponsorship, “The Senior” has committed to guaranteed editorial space for a membership drive four times
during the year in line with school semesters as well as online promotion of U3A membership. In return, we
have undertaken to provide them with opportunities to promote “The Senior” through our website and
publications, and also assist them in contacting our members to offer regular copies of “The Senior” for
distribution. I urge all member U3As to make the most of the opportunities that can flow from this
relationship by agreeing to act as a local drop point for “The Senior”, as well as by making yourself known to
their representatives at the Conference.
Copyright Licences: We are currently working with AMRA/AMCOS on developing a comprehensive
copyright licence for all the likely music needs of our members, which will be known as a “OneMusic”
licence. It is hoped that the new licence will take effect from 1st July this year. Our aim is to negotiate a
reasonably priced licence which will cover as much as possible – watch out for further announcements.
Governance and Advice: Requests for assistance from member U3As on governance issues are increasing to
the point that we need to make sure our systems for handling these are robust, and the best information is
provided. If your U3A has questions relating to managing your U3A, such as how to deal with conflicts
between members, understanding your legal obligations and more, please get in touch with our Governance
Officer, Carmen Champion in the first instance. She is contactable by email only at
carmenchampion18@gmail.com. Please allow a few days for a response as she is, like us all, a volunteer.
We are also working with Justice Connect, a not-for-profit provider of legal advice to community
organisations, to investigate ways of providing training for Committee members. Much of their training is
provided using Webinars at a nominal cost, so we will be publicising these where appropriate.
Ian Robertson
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From the Editor
Once again, thank you to all those U3As who submitted news and other informative items to this issue of
Newslink. It is amazing what U3As and their members get up to. Equally important, is the fact that we can
learn from each others’ experience and ideas for courses, classes and events. For example, the Northern
Illawarra U3A debate with the students of Bulli High school was inspired by a similar event hosted by
Grafton U3A which was reported in Newslink in May last year.
Also in Seniors Festival Week, I was invited to contribute as a speaker at a Forum on -"Loving Life in Later
Life” organised by the Psychogeriatric Nurses Association Australia - PGNA (Inc). at the Club Burwood
RSL. My presentation focussed on the benefits of lifelong learning and friendship that U3A brings, and was
illustrated with a powerpoint featuring photos of U3A activities - it generated several enquiries afterwards
from audience members. I would like to thank members of the Greater West and Inner West Regions of
Sydney U3A who came along in support with brochures and also spruiked U3A.
I look forward to your contributions to Newslink for the next edition (deadline for copy – 30th April)

Ainslie

2019 Conference Update
With 6 weeks to go before the 2019 U3A
Network NSW Conference commences on
Wednesday 10th April, hosts Tamworth
Regional U3A, report that registrations are
being received from around the State.
Whilst early bird specials are no longer
available, the full Conference cost of $110 plus
$45 for the Conference dinner still represents
excellent value. For information about the
Program, accommodation and bookings, go to
web site - htpp://conference.u3anet.org.au
As previously mentioned, the theme “ Defy Expectation” will appeal to all with the Conference featuring
high profile Speakers - the Hon Dr Kay Patterson AO, Age Discrimination Commissioner, and Meagan
Lawson, CEO Council of the Ageing NSW, among others.
Bookings for the comprehensive range of workshops of interest not only to Committees but also to general
members – 8 in total, are evenly spread.
On Wednesday evening 10TH April commencing 5pm, a Civic Reception sponsored by Tamworth Regional
Council for Dr Patterson will be coupled with a Welcome to U3A members sponsored by The Senior
newspaper and U3A Network NSW.
All activities will be conducted at Wests, Phillip Street Tamworth. Undercover parking is available – guides
to same will be provided by Tamworth Regional U3A. Full Club facilities – coffee lounge, bistro and bar are
available to all.
A tour of Tamworth departing Wests Wednesday morning 10th April at 9.30am returning 11.30am has been
organised for those arriving early for a nominal cost $5 per person. The same tour will be repeated Friday
afternoon if sufficient interest is shown.
For further enquiry contact Conference Chair John Sharkey, ph (02) 6765 8982 or email
u3aconference2019@gmail.com and check the Network website htpp://conference.u3anet.org.au
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Copyright Essentials for U3As
Free webinar – 25th March 2019

Network News
Welcome to U3A Bingara, new member of the
Network.

We’ve all been puzzled by copyright questions. Do I
need to ask permission to use this content? Can we
photocopy images found online to give to our
students? Is it okay to combine extracts from thirdparty sources with my own text to build a course pack?

Introducing Roger Curran,
new Regional Representative
for Far North Coast. Roger has
been a member of Brunswick
Valley U3A since 2004. He is
currently the President of the
club but, over the past 15 years,
he has had experience as
newsletter editor, course leader
and course participant. Roger has had considerable
committee experience with a variety of clubs,
community groups and fund-raising events and has
developed an interest in the governance of such
organisations.

In this webinar Liesl Fitzpatrick, Education Licensing
Senior Manager at the Copyright Agency, will show
how U3As organisations can take the guess work out
of copyright compliance. Using real life examples, she
will talk through key copyright principles and common
myths. She will also discuss the recent changes to the
education copying scheme (Statutory Education
Licence) set out in the Copyright Act 1968.
Monday 25 March 2019, 12.30 – 1.30 pm AEST
Free for all U3A Network NSW members

Roger is looking forward to meeting with and
supporting the U3As in his region and to finding
better ways of interpreting and communicating news
and developments originating from the Network.

To access this webinar, register directly via Eventbrite
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/copyright-agencyfree-webinar-for-u3a-network-nsw-copyrightessentials-tickets-55555871106

Roger's first experience of a Network Committee
meeting left him awed by the challenges that the future
holds for the Network, impressed by the dedication of
the other members, and excited by the opportunities to
make his own contribution.

You’re invited to join ABC TV’s Q&A in 2019!
Q&A is the show where the audience asks the
questions of Australia’s politicians, pundits and
opinion-makers. We broadcast LIVE across the nation
every Monday night and we need YOU to ask the
questions!

Introducing Helen Matthews, new Regional
Representative for Sydney Metropolitan Region,
Helen is a member of Liverpool, Nepean and Sydney
U3As. She is a former President of Nepean/Blue
Mountains U3A. She attends classes at both Liverpool
and Nepean (Penrith) U3As.

As we head towards a federal election, there will be
lots to discuss and plenty of questions that need
answers!
We often run free return bus services for group
bookings to make sure our show is accessible for those
who don’t live in close proximity to our studios.

U3A Alliance Australia (U3AAA)
U3A Alliance Australia is the national face of the U3A
movement in Australia, bringing together the State and
Territory networks of U3A groups throughout the
country.

If Q&A is not broadcasting live from your area, you
can still be part of the national discussion – Q&A is
now taking ‘Skype’ questions!

The Alliance was established on the initiative of the
U3A Network NSW following a resolution at the 2008
State Conference at Warilla. After several meetings
between the Presidents of the NSW and Victorian
Networks, U3A ACT and U3A Online, the Alliance
was formed and operates through a Memorandum of
Association adopted in 2010. Since then, networks
formed in Western Australia and Queensland have
joined the Alliance. Tasmania is represented by
Hobart and Glenorchy U3As. A Bulletin is produced
quarterly, with news from all States (very interesting).

For more information please contact us:
Email: qanda@abc.net.au
Ph: 02 8333 4065
A young monk reaches a swollen river. Eager to cross
to the other bank, he can find no bridge, no stepping
stones, no passing canoe. Eventually, he sees an older
monk on the opposite bank. “ Hey”, calls the younger
man, “How do I get to the other side?
“You’re already there”, says the older monk.

Find out more at www. u3aaa.org
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Celebrations

Central Coast U3A

Myall U3A

From Laurene Mulcahy

From Lyn Chaikin
Last year was the 25th Anniversary for the Myall U3A
and we had a lot to celebrate. Our musical highlights
for 2018 were concerts which were given by The
Charisma Ensemble, and The Sydney Conservatorium
Music Graduates who were also warmly welcomed by
the Tea Gardens Primary School students. The
primary school students were given the opportunity to
play on the beautiful musical instruments and they all
vied for an opportunity to play on the Harp.

U3A Central Coast (NSW) Inc recently celebrated its
20th Anniversary in style at The Panorama Room at
The Entertainment Grounds, West Gosford. U3A
Central Coast was incorporated in 1998 after breaking
away from the Sydney U3A of which it had been a
member of since 1993. The organisation has grown
steadily since that time and now has over 700 members
and offering more than 70 courses and activities each
semester to mature retired people.

Our Myall U3A choir also celebrated its 25th year. We
were very proud of our Musical Director and President,
Barbara Lyle when she received The Paul Harris
Fellow Award from Rotary.

The celebratory lunch on 22nd October was a great
success with over 200 attendees enjoying good food,
champagne, a celebration cake, stimulating company
and a great guest speaker. The U3A Network NSW
was represented by Central Coast/Hunter Regional
Representative, Laurene Mulcahy. Attendees were
treated to a fun and informative presentation by
comedian, performer and writer, Jean Kittson who had
the audience in the palm of her hand. She certainly
knows how to celebrate the Third Age in style. It was a
grand occasion to befit such a special milestone.

A Paul Harris Award
Fellow Award
recognises outstanding
service by a person
whose life has
demonstrated Rotary's
shared objective to
build World
understanding and
Peace.

Left to Right – MC
Carolyn Kingsmill.
Laurene, President
Cynthia Weekes and
Jean Kittson, guest
speaker with cake.

We have a lot to celebrate at Myall U3A and we
anticipate another year of great camaraderie and
intellectual stimulation. How lucky we are and we
wish all the other U3A groups a very happy 2019.

Gloucester U3A celebrated its 10th Anniversary
with a special morning tea and program featuring
Council Mayor David West, Dr David Gillespie MP,
Michael Johnsen MP, the Gloucester District U3A
Ukelele Group, and the Gloucester Singers. Special
guests were Ern and Pam Hollebone, from Manning
Valley U3A, who had provided support for the original
members who set up Gloucester U3A.

Tuggerah Lakes U3A celebrated its 20th
Anniversary in October last year, with a luncheon at
the Greens Bowling Club. Regional Representative
Laurene Mulcahy attended and presented certificates
which had been prepared for 50 members according to
their achievements, especially for four foundation
members who were presented with gold laminated
certificates.

Network Regional Representative Bob Birrer presented
Life Membership of Gloucester U3A to four original
members, Kaye and Grahame Stelzer, and Brian and
Susan Dixon.

_______________________________________
U3A ACT (Canberra)
From U3A ACT Newsletter, Jan-Feb.2019

Six members received Outstanding Service Awards at
the AGM in November – Libby Campbell, Lois
Dennis, Sheila McAlpine, Mary Pedersen, Paul
Ratcliffe and Barrie Smillie. Congratulations to them.
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Griffith U3A has established a Croquet group. Several
members are enjoying the challenges and fun of the
game – they have played on various ovals in town, on
“nice looking areas of grass” and at present on an old
bowling green site. The latter is an ideal spot for
croquet but has been earmarked for a rose garden. Our
negotiations continue with Griffith City Council to find
an area on which to establish a permanent court. We
feel it would be great for our community to develop
this sport – it would mean tournaments here from
competing clubs providing the opportunity to welcome
visitors and at the same time contribute to the economy
of the area. U3A is not only good for its members but
also good for our city.

Regional News
Bathurst U3A and the ‘Revolting Elves’
From Pixie Lincoln, Petah Burns, Bob Harris, Allison
Aspden
After three years of reading plays, enacting scenes in
camera and learning techniques under the guidance,
tutorship and direction of co-ordinator Petah Burns, the
Bathurst U3A Drama Group decided to expose
themselves to a wider audience!
The skit – The Revolting Elves – a short satirical farce
written by Petah Burns and Geoffrey Bateson debuted
‘in the round’ at the 2018 Christmas Party.

From Nan Simpson

Santa’s elves were striking for better working
conditions and some pay. Christmas itself was
threatened, until the Christmas fairy arrived to restore
industrial harmony and save Christmas. The script,
often adjusted by the Drama group during rehearsals,
was peppered with topical references to local and
national events.

Nambucca Valley U3A
From Sandra Edmonds
Things got off to a great start at Open Day last month,
when for a couple of hours the Nambucca Community
and Arts Centre was buzzing with people joining U3A,
renewing their membership for another year, and
enrolling in any of the multitude of courses and events
on offer. More than 50 new members joined on the
Day.

For some of the cast it was a first public performance,
but most importantly they were able to put into
practice the skills taught by Petah, were creatively
stimulated and enjoyed participating in the
performance immensely.

Fifteen minutes
after opening, the
main hall of the
NCAC was
packed with
members new and
old.

Northern Rivers (Lismore) U3A
Tweed Coast U3A

From Pat MacLaren-Smith

from Jeni Harvey

Margaret Hardwick’s portrait of Rev Dorothy Gordon
McKenzie (aka Auntie Dorrie) of the Uniting Church
has been acquired by the Lismore Regional Gallery for
their collection.
Margaret has been a
U3A-NR member for
more than 22 years. Her
interests include art (“I
learnt pastels for
grown-ups through
U3A”), music and
genealogy.

Alec Shortus, John McLean and Ross Johnson (on
keyboards) get into the spirit of things at the U3A
Tweed Coast Christmas Party in December.
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Port Macquarie Hastings U3A

Parkes College for Seniors –

(from the Port Macquarie Hasting Newsletter January
2019

From Denise White

Because of metering problems, which our current
president eventually resolved through the Water and
Energy Ombudsman, it is only over the past few
months that we have obtained data enabling us to
assess the efficiency of the system.

A long standing member of our
group, Shirley Ann Job, recently
celebrated her 90th birthday, with
her family and friends having an
afternoon party. Shirley is very
active within our group,
attending Aqua Aerobics twice a
week and our crochet morning
group every week. She has been
very helpful over the years
teaching newcomers to crochet.
Shirley is an extremely valued
member of Parkes Seniors
group!

However, we can now report that the system is
performing even better than our expectations,
generating, on average, 24 kilowatt (kWh) of
electricity each day, over two-thirds of which are used
to power the Centre while the rest is exported to the
grid. Of course, the proportions used and exported
vary according to whether or not the Centre is in use.
On teaching days, virtually all the electricity produced
by the solar panels is used locally. while on weekends
or during breaks most is exported. What this means is
that the system replaces much of the most expensive
grid-supplied power.

This term we are having a
“Chicken Challenge” as one of
our special craft days where we
are encouraging our members to
make chickens for Ronald
MacDonald House in Orange. It
is a knitted pattern and is quite
challenging to follow, so we
have an expert chicken knitter to
teach us how. She is also trying
her hand at a crocheted chicken.
Hopefully by the end of this term we all will have a
chicken completed.

We got the Power ! In 2017, with the help of a
substantial community grant from the Holiday Coast
Credit Union, a 5kW rooftop solar system was
installed at our Centre. The nineteen PV panels are
mounted on the north facing roof above Room 8, and
can be seen from the upper car park but are otherwise
inconspicuous.

In monetary terms, the system is reducing our
quarterly power bills by more than $500 and will pay
back our contribution to the installation costs in less
than two years hours. Not only is it proving a very
sound financial investment, but it provides
environmental benefits by saving the burning of
almost four tonnes of coal annually.

Kempsey MacLeay Valley U3A
“Our members write a children’s book – in French!
A children’s book written by the Kempsey Macleay
Valley U3A French group (leader Marlene Holland)
had its official launch on Monday 11th February 2019
at the Kempsey Library.

Financial Assistance to U3As
The book, which has been several months in the
making, is about two young French siblings who have
a holiday on an Australian farm and find new friends
among the native animals. The fun project has also
drawn on the talents of other KMVU3A members with
illustrations by Susan Baker (leader of the Drawing,
Sketching and Painting class) and the book’s front
cover has been designed and produced by the Card
Making Group (leader Brenda Prescott).

for attending the 2019 Conference
At its last meeting, the Network Committee decided to
offer financial assistance to smaller U3As so that they
could attend the 2019 Conference. The assistance will
cover the cost of Conference Registration for one or
two representatives (at $110 each) plus up to a further
$200 towards travel and accommodation. You should
also to be endorsed by your U3A as an official
representative (a copy of a motion passed at your
Committee meeting appointing you will do).
If you feel that this assistance will make the difference
between someone from your U3A attending or not
attending, please contact your Regional Representative
(RR) in the first instance.

Footnote – For more information about the book
contact Marlene Holland (02) 6566 8702 or
marleneholland2@bigpond.com.
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Manning Valley U3A trialled a new course in Term 4
2018, called “All The World’s A Stage”

Eastlakes U3A – Writing for Pleasure
From Annette McEwan
Publicity Eastlakes U3A

From Chris Abbott
The course is all about the enjoyment of reading plays
and poetry aloud. It is an opportunity to appreciate the
skills of the playwrights and poets in using language to
create and breathe life into their characters, scenarios,
situations, explore ideas and emotions .

Stories are the foundation of our lives and at Eastlakes
U3A, one group has built on this idea to create an
amazing and proud achievement – the publication of
an anthology of stories called ‘Paperbark’.

The course is held in two parts – playreading is in the
first half (about 85 minutes) then poetry in the second
half (about 75 minutes). For plays, a range of scripts is
provided. For poetry the readers choose the subject,
theme, poet or poetic form. Each reader chooses the
poems to read and can even share his/her own
creations.

This anthology, which celebrates the 10th year of the
Eastlakes U3A ‘Writing for Pleasure Group’, will be
officially launched by past Eastlakes U3A President,
Barbara Kathner, at the Newcastle Writers Festival on
Saturday 6th April. at The Press Book House (opposite
the Civic Theatre) at 11.00am.The festival is a
prestigious event in the Novocastrian literary
community and it is a real honour for the group to have
been accepted into the 2019 program.

Here is a poem from one of the course members:
Look into the fire

In the preface, Brenda Proudfoot explains:
‘Paperbark’ is a collection of memoir and fiction
written by the members of the Eastlakes U3A writing
groups. Set in the Hunter and beyond, the stories offer
new insights into the familiar as well as life-changing
events. Each story offers a distinctive perspective,
allowing the reader to walk for a while in someone
else’s shoes.
Belonging to a writing group that meets regularly, is
an incentive to produce a polished piece of writing to
read to the class. We learn by identifying strengths in
each other’s stories: an intriguing beginning, a unique
observation, an evocative image which lingers in the
mind…’.

Look into the fire!
See the embers glow, forming into pictures
that resemble things you know,
as the wood keeps burning red
hot coals are formed. Memories
start returning as we sit there
being warmed.
Man, down the ages has
performed a fire ritual of
watching pictures forming.
They never cease to thrill.
Sometimes, within the flames,
just for a little while, two flares
bob and dance, the memory
makes you smile.

She formed her enthusiastic and talented group
through Eastlakes U3A ten years ago and attracted her
writers from a broad range of life experiences and
vocations such as teachers, managers, sales and
industrial workers. The group grew so rapidly in four
years that a second group was formed and is lead by
Kathryn Fry.

Then one flame flickers out.
Suddenly, it’s gone. You sit there
feeling sad while that fond memory
lingers on.

There are 38 stories in the ‘Paperbark’ collection, from
20 authors who work together, sharing their stories,
their drafts and supporting each other in the detailed
editing of their finely crafted texts.

Life is like a fire, just starting
with a spark, burning ever
higher then descending back to
dark.

And the intricate and unfolding layers of their
experiences are artfully symbolised in the cover of
their anthology. Digitally enhanced from a photo of a
paperbark tree on the local Fernleigh Track, the cover
and title represents the writing process.

Try to feel the throbbing rhythm,
enjoy the warming glow. Make the
most of your time given, put on a
‘Real Good Show’!

____________________________________________

© Lina Ingram (2018)

I’m not young enough to know everything - J M
Barrie
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preserve in printed form, several life experiences
arising from his career in book publishing and beyond.

Hobart U3A
From Leone Scrivener
Each year Hobart U3A has a Summer Program which
is greatly appreciated by members from all the U3A
groups in town. This year the program has included a
picnic at the Waterworks Reserve in South Hobart,
where Rob Armstrong, Program Officer of the Hobart
City Council, led a walk and gave a splendid talk on
the inter-reliance of plant and animal life around the
Reservoir.

Before U3A, Ken’s professional life was in the world
of book publishing. He worked for eleven years with
Hamish Hamilton, renowned book publishers in
Britain. Ken and his wife Jean then moved to
Australia where he served as Chairman and Managing
Director of William Collins Publishers from 1961 to
1985. For the next five years he served on the Board of
Governors of the State Library of NSW. Following his
retirement and for many years, Ken and Jean made
extended visits to Italy, a country, its culture and its
people they fell in love with. Ken was awarded the
Medal of the Order of Australia in 1995 in recognition
for his services to the publishing industry.

Paul Bywater, our film expert, showed a moving film
“And their Ghosts may be Heard” – the sad story of the
disenchanted Australian workers who sailed to
Paraguay in 1893 to set up a utopian society.
Following this, we have a series of eight talks over five
weeks; the final talk in the Summer program will be
given by Professor Rufus Black, Vice-Chancellor of
the University of Tasmania.

In the unique position of book publisher, Wilder
encountered a diverse range of fascinating people. His
essays at times are almost like chapters in his own life
story. Written in a straightforward style, the stories are
easily readable, moving fluidly from historical facts to
actual experiences and personal anecdotes. Each
chapter is a complete work although the reader will
find underlying threads in many.

2019 marks the third decade of Hobart U3A, and
though our program remains much the same in many
ways we still come up with surprising new courses – a
basic understanding of scams and privacy threats to
email security; Circle dancing; and a course on
sculpture with Anna Holan who, with her husband,
established the Holan Foundry and Studio in Cairns.
We look forward to a stimulating term ahead.

The first three chapters, 20th Century Spies and
Traitors; From Marx to Mao and Beyond; and Europe
In Turmoil Mid-20th Century, are linked by the
histories of war and communism. They include tales of
traitors who were attracted to communism as a solution
to fight Fascism and who, remarkably avoided
prosecution due to their privileged position. Marx to
Mao, contains a summary of communism’s
development across several countries. These narratives
then lead into Europe in Turmoil revealing amazing
recollections of Wilder’s post war experiences and the
challenging economic conditions in Europe when a
carton of cigarettes could buy a piano in France.

“Off to seek his
Fortune”, located in
Cooktown, is an example
of Anna Holan’s life-size
commissions for public
art.

Margaret Hansell, Course Leader Bookworms Book
Group, U3A Southern Highlands

The accounts of Dante, Boccaccio and Berlusconi no
doubt stem from Wilder’s love of Italy. The thread of
religion emerges in Dante’s Divine Comedy with its
poems describing the Christian concept of afterlife
which is carried through to The Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam where the Persian sage rejects life after
death. A comparison between Christians and Jews who
fear hell and strive to reach heaven is provided in
Buddhism: A Brief History, contrasting with Buddhists
who have the philosophy of no longer existing at
death.

This book is a collection of essays based on selected
talks delivered to members of U3A Southern
Highlands by its author, Ken Wilder. The topics are
wide ranging, categorised into three broad subject
areas of Literature, History and Religion. In these
narratives Wilder has sought not only to share, but

The origins of religion are further explored in
Comparative Religion, along with various traditions,
taboos and beliefs which are again touched upon in
Australian Aborigines where we find that religion and
society are inseparable. Here, Wilder includes stories
of his outback travels and exchanges with aboriginal

Footnote: Contributions from the Network’s interstate
associate members are always welcome!-Ed

Book Review:
Signs of the Times: This is How it Was. Ken Wilder.
Selvaggio Press, (354p) ISBN 9780646994437
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tribes, one when he became closely aware of tribal
justice. There are also some close calls related in The
History of Book Publishing, although one absolute
success is highlighted in My Brother Jack by George
Johnston. Over his time with Collins, an evolution was
brought about in Australian publishing when
Australian literature matured from ‘outbackery’, an
Australian English dictionary was published and
children’s’ books become more related to the country
in which they lived.

Research News
One of the Objectives of the U3A Network is –
To co-operate with and seek support from relevant
sources for applied research into life-long learning
and elated aspects of ageing.
Seeking help to recruit U3A members to test
Home Safety program: please circulate this
information to your U3A members.
The Home Falls and Accidents Screening Tool
(HOME FAST) program is a valid and reliable
tool that older people can use to evaluate the safety
of their home and to find solutions to enable them
to be more independent at home.

Conclusion
This book is recommended to both those curious
enough to want to know more, or those who remember
‘how it was’. The essays deal with immense subjects
backed by extensive research yet tackled in an
insightful way with several being part of a history that
Wilder has experienced.

A/Professor Lynette Mackenzie from the Ageing,
Work and Health Research Unit, the University of
Sydney has received funding from NSW Family
and Community Services (FACS Community
Liveable Community grant) and obtained ethics
approval to develop a free online version of
program.

Curiosity for knowledge seems to be the driver that has
encouraged Ken to document his experiences and
generously share with U3A members. The growth in
the spread of books over history was also driven by
this curiosity and it is that which seems to inspire his
U3A audience. Having attended one of his more
informal talks, I was amazed at his astounding memory
and rich life experiences – one of our U3A treasures.

The purpose of using the tool is for older adults
to engage with a free fall assessment online, and
to get some professional advice and tips to reduce
falls at home.
As part of this project, the researchers would like
to be able to contact as many older people across
NSW as possible to test the website for us and get
some feedback about their experience of doing the
free assessment online. U3A members are
encouraged to participate in this research. The
older adults eligible for this study should be:

How to find a copy for anyone interested. Copies are
available from The Bookshop Bowral and The Brown
Bookshop, Bowral, NSW. Because locally published,
not available through Book Depository, Amazon
Other Works by Ken Wilder:
Tuscany Revealed Ken Wilder , Bowral : Selvaggio
Press , 2016 prose travel.

•

more than 60 years old

•

able to answer simple questions online via
mobile, tablet, iPad or computer

If U3A members would like to participate in the
trial, they should contact
yihong.fang@sydney.edu.au or
lynette.mackenzie@sydney.edu.au to express
interest to participate in the project.

Venice Revealed Ken Wilder , Berrima : Centaur Press,
2015 prose travel.
I, Aretino : Scourge of Princes : 1492-1556 Ken
Wilder, Jacqueline Kent (editor), Berrima: Centaur
Press , 1997 novel historical fiction.

Yihong Fang, Research Assistant

The Company You Keep : a publisher's memoir Ken
Wilder , Sydney : State Library of New South Wales
Press , 1994 autobiography.

Discipline of Occupational Therapy | Faculty of Health
Sciences
The University of Sydney
M 0478570866
E yihong.fang@sydney.edu.au
Working hours:
Monday and Tuesday: 8.00am -3.00pm
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email address in, and click on the ‘search school’
button, EnhanceTV will recognise that you are from an
eligible U3A. Any email communication that comes
from EnhanceTV to you will come to your personal
email address as our Webmaster will have linked
them.
Step 6. You are free to view any and all EnhanceTV
programs you might use during your subscription
period. When the time comes for your course you will
be able to stream live from EnhanceTV to your course
venue.

EnhanceTV … the opportunity to expand your
U3A course programming.
Lyn Stewart, Resource Library Manager
EnhanceTV is now available to any U3A that has a
Screenrights license through the NSW U3A Network.
The following is an example of how you might use
EnhanceTV….
You want to have a course about, for example, The
History of the English language.

Note: The subscription cost is $12 for a 90-day
subscription, and you subscribe using a credit card.
The person subscribing on behalf of your U3A uses a
credit card to pay the subscription. If that is a personal
credit card then obviously the cost should be
reimbursed to the owner by your U3A. Individual
people subscribe on behalf of the U3A. However, that
should not limit your U3A’s use of EnhanceTV while
the subscription period is running. You will be
streaming from the internet to your U3A course
audience. EnhanceTV will remind the subscriber when
the first 90 day period is finished and give them the
option to renew the subscription.

Checkout the topics available to stream from the
internet. Go to https://www.enhancetv.com.au and
search for course topics using the word “English” or
“English language”. A number of courses come up on
the screen. There is enough information on each course
to tell you at what level of student the course is aimed
and for how long the course video runs. For example
The Adventure of English-Birth of a language is aimed
at school years 11 to 12. The video runs for 50
minutes. A brief one-line description is given about the
content. However, you cannot access the video until
you subscribe to EnhanceTV.

There is promotional code for your U3A members to
get the 20% discount that Stefan mentioned. To use the
promotional code, please ensure your members enter
the code "U3A2019" at the checkout.

You will find there are a number of courses videos that
would help with this topic. Some courses are several
sessions long. Some are about half an hour and others
almost one hour long. You can use one or more of
these to be the mainstay of the course you schedule on
the history of the English language. You could also use
the videos at each session and follow up with a
discussion by a course leader who has some expert
knowledge of the topic. Just as easily, the discussion
could be led by anyone, even if they have no expert
knowledge of the topic.

_________________________________________

MOOCs – Free Dementia Courses
From Signposts, March 2019

How a U3A subscribes to use EnhanceTV.
Step 1. Make sure your U3A has a current
Screenrights license through the NSW U3A Network.
Step 2. Make sure you are able to access a reliable wifi
internet signal at your course venue.
Step 3. Nominate the U3A member(s) who are going
to subscribe to EnhanceTV. Email the Network
webmaster for the email address that EnhanceTV will
recognise as being from your U3A.
Step 4. Use this link
https://get.enhancetv.com.au/u3a/ to go to the
EnhanceTV page that has been set up especially for
U3A.
Step 5. Once you hit the ‘click here to join’ button you
will be taken to a page where you subscribe. There you
will be asked to put in your ‘school or institution
email’. That means the email address that you have
received from our U3A webmaster. When you put that

Understanding Dementia is a Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC), offering university-quality education
about the latest in dementia research and care. Next
Course opens 19th Feb, 2019 – enrol today!
For more information
http://www.utas.edu.au/wicking/understandingdementia
Preventing Dementia is a further course, free to all
U3A members worldwide. It opens on 14th May 2019,
and enrolments are welcomed. For more information
http://www.utas.edu.au/wicking/preventing-dementia
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Network Committee members and regional groupings
President –– Ian Robertson (Sapphire Coast U3A) – president@nsw.u3anet.org.au
Vice-President - Beverley Peken (Sydney U3A) - vicepresident@u3answ.org.au
Treasurer - Richard Coggan (Lake Macquarie U3A) – treasurer@nsw.u3anet.org,au
Secretary - Rowena Simone (Central Coast U3A) - info@nsw.u3anet.org.au
Regional Representatives and regional groupings:
• Central Coast & Hunter Region – Laurene Mulcahy (Southlakes U3A) regionalrepcch@gmail.com
U3As - Central Coast, Cessnock City, Eastlakes, Lake Macquarie, Maitland, Myall, Newcastle, Port
Stephens TA, SAM, Singleton, Southlakes, Tuggerah Lakes.
• Central & Far West Region - Allison Aspden (Bathurst U3A) – centralwest.rr@nsw.u3anet.org.au
U3As – Bathurst, Cowra, Dubbo, Forbes CS, Mudgee District, Oberon, Orange, Parkes CS.
• Far North Coast Region - Roger Curran (Brunswick Valley U3A) – graham.lamotte@bigpond.com
U3As – Ballina/Byron Bay, Brunswick Valley, Clarence River, Dorrigo Plateau, Coffs Harbour, Grafton,
Nambucca Heads, Northern Rivers (Lismore), Tweed Coast.

•

Sydney/Metropolitan Region - Helen Matthews (Nepean-Blue Mountains U3A) -

hlnarms@gmail.com
U3As - Sydney, Hawkesbury, Liverpool, Macarthur, Nepean-Blue Mountains.
• Mid North Coast Region – Bob Birrer (Kempsey Macleay Valley U3A) mnc.regrep@gmail.com
U3As – Forster-Tuncurry, Gloucester, Kempsey Macleay Valley, Manning Valley, Port Macquarie
Hastings.
•

Monaro/South East Region – James Nichterlein (U3A ACT) –james.nichterlein@gmail.com

U3As – ACT, Batemans Bay, Bermagui & District, Goulburn-Mulwarree, ISAA, Sapphire Coast,
Snowy Mountains.
• Murrumbidgee Murray Region - Allan Haggarty (Griffith U3A) –amhaggarty@bigpond.com
U3As – Cootamundra, Deniliquin, Griffith, Hilltops (Young), Leeton, Wagga Wagga.
New England North West Region – John Sharkey (Tamworth U3A)
northwestrr@nsw.u3anet.org.au
U3As – Armidale, Inverell, Moree, Namoi, Tamworth Regional, Bingara.

•

•

South Coast Region – Margaret Stratton (Northern Illawarra U3A) – southcoast.regrep@gmail.com

U3As – Central Illawarra, Kiama, Milton-Ulladulla, Northern Illawarra, Shellharbour City, Shoalhaven
TAL, Southern Highlands, Wollongong.
Other contacts and support
Committee minute secretary –
Governance Advisor – Carmen Champion (Milton-Ulladulla U3A) carrmenchampion18@gmail.com
Website - www.nsw.u3anet.org.au
Web Administrator- Elena Scifleet (Southlakes U3A) webmaster@nsw.u3anet.org.au
Resources Library – Lyn Stewart (Gloucester District U3A) www.courses.u3anet.org.au
Newslink editor - Ainslie Lamb (Northern Illawarra U3A) - editor@nsw.u3anet.org.au
Sub-editor/proof-reader – Ron Browne (Northern Illawarra U3A)
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